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BRITISH AND GERMAN STEEL
METALLURCn^

In The Times of January 23, 1915, there appeared

the following paragraph :

Civilization and * Kultur '

Professor Rein, of the University of Vienna, in un
article on ' Germany's Unpopularity ', offers the fol-

lowing definition of Kultur :

We Germans distinguish Jietween civilization and
Kultur. By civilization we mean the work which
embraces the control of nature for the raising and
perfection of external conditions of life. By KvUur
we mean the efforts directed towards the organization
of a people's life, in which the highest ideals of religion,
morality, art, and science are to come to realization.
Here the human will is directed towards the most
difficult and deepest problems of humanitj'. A people
which is satisfied with mere civilization is no Kultur
people. In the intellectual sphere the Germans have
acquired a leading part in deeds which benefit
humanity. The superiority constituted by this fact
is, it seems, inconvenient for many peoples. Thence
arises the dislike which the weaker is very apt to feel
for the stronger. j ,.

If Professor Rein's dictum that ' by civilization we
mean the work which embraces the control of nature
for the raising and perfection of external conditions of

life ' be true, then the work of the scientific steel metal-

A 2



BRITISH AND GERMAN
lurgist con«tituteM the irmiteMt r..VJi- •

i*"
ever seen. Jn the J^lT I^"""«

*«^"' ^'^^ «"rJ,l

artide on the Iron and si^J L '*^ «>nclude<| an
in the follo^in^ wohIh :

^"^""^"^ «' Great Britain

the^trrs t%^;S:i^'r-^-^«. v-, i„.per/eetiv
'"»^y of iron ancTsS Tf J'""^"^*^' ^^ thVmetaN
portion that the S^Lt .T/""»°'*ted the p^.
world has ever knoS^s^Ll*^'?* «' civilization 'ihe
artists and iawyers^thoi^nd 11"? *"^ statesmen,
tumble over each other ^n ??• ^^^^^^'-^-^kers woul<
absurdity of such an *fflJ, .***®*'' ^^^ *<> Prove the
couJd tate away fZft^r**'??- .^evertheCjf one
carbon caUeds^ Ml.*^*' ^^^y <>' '^^^^^
^ould have taken' a hu^e sten *l °^f*"'>^

humanity
narbarism. Imaffino fK: *^f ®P wckwards toward*
«n.<l <vo havea"S ^'uT^'ir""'"' "'-' «.hK
fhips, without great tedl^

n>^ways, without steam-

Imagine an 1800 lb Zul^ ^
'"^^ "' barbariam

of a 16.i„ch naval g^n"*':?"*
"^^'»- «« ban^l

of a battlertip and buWtof^^1^ ^° "'"°"'*^ t"™*
of high e^plii™

, ™f2 , m'" ^™"^ "'«"«'
inmat«, of that turret t„^"";'^"'« "' «" «y« the

^^^.i^.ni„„iU-ru:]:;r.tL.^i:i^X
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«'.iu«ei»t«l by BVederick the Great of PniHMiH. uhc«<.
<re«l was etn»MKli«l in the following wonl« :

He in a fool, and that nation in a fool, who. havinir
the power to strike his enemy unawares, does not
strike and strike his deadliest.

It would be interesting to know if Pmfessor Rein
considers that one of the * highest ideals of science ' has
Iwen realized in such o.igines of naval warfare. Ncienti-
hoally developed, such hullur mainly lK?comes the
armed menace' which, for the last fifteen ^•ear8 has

always been hovering over the North Sea. at first as
a cloud no bigger than a mans hand, then as that
threatening blackness which, six months ago, burst in
storm, and is now shaking the civilized world to its
foundations

: and the handnuii.len of all these horrors
is steel.

The Story of (^tting-Steels
The early history of wrought-iron and cutting-steel

•netallurgx is «hroude<l in an almost impenetrable
Obscurity. The meagre data obtainab4«< are rare and
consist of casual references in prose, jK)etry. »nd i»M>na8tio
records. That steel, or rather st.cly ,ron «ined
iUrect from the ore, was known to the ancien about
«00 B.C. seems to be proved by a passage ir, ti». ninthbook of Homer's Odyssey, which can onlv have .,-„ee
to steel. It was translatecl by Pope thus :

And as when armourers temper in the foR,Ihe keen-edged pole-axe or the shining swo,,The red-hot metal hisses in the lake •

Ihus in his eye-balls hi.ssed the plunging stak.

In Great Britain, perhaps from a lack of inter^-nt •
the part of literary men, or more probably from w*
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Te r^n^H 1'*^ •™'^''«"' -^^^^ endure even tothe preuent time, there i. no early mention of the art ofproducmgsteely iron.1 In one of the later volume o

i? no^I tr
^^ '^'"^ " * "«««» «' «« i«>n-orkM

wo^hJ^J^ """T
at Kimberworth. near Sheffield.

^. l>ytl»e monks of Kirk«tead Abbey in UW
for W.

'

*^ "**"*** Yorkshire to gather materials

mformation which suggests that amongst other thin«s thework, round Sheffiold made common frmour for the1of men-at^rms whilst the knights wore the fine steel

rio^T"*^
*^"'^^' "^P^^'*"^ ^" Milan and Toledo.

h«
®^,^**\^^^"P*'°n of the 'Siege of Torquilstone '.

and thSnfiSlit •

^'^^ *\"^ *'^'' «*^'^^* '*8«in«t De Bracy.

amouTof n^ ^J^"^ *^""^ .^^'^ ^~°^ t»^« Knight^sarmour of Proof 'Curse on thy Spanish steel c8at

'

^L if'^f®^' V*^ ^"R^^«^ smitrforged it tWa^^ows had gone through an as if it ha?been silklj

Ze'xffior'^^'
""**' "°^^^ '^« -^^-- -«'<>

The steel industry of Sheffield seems at least six

T^r^V^^' ^^"°"' ^ ^386. in The Beeve's
2 ale, m describing a miller of the time of Edward HI^ho was cromied in 1327). says 'a Shefeld thwytel
bare he m his hose '. This seems to indicate that the

» Until comparatively recently in Zululand the heads of a«e«ai8battle-axe.. ftc were made by peripatetic families of i^n^^™who vunted ranous centres along the Zululand belt of iToTa and

hS andSl r •.. ' oP^^tions were always conducted in
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fame of Sheflichl *!utlery wum so well eMtubli»hea ut tliut

time in the south of Englund us to have rcuchra the
<'ar of » London inxft. Macuulay Httiles that Sheffield
laade no fine steel till about 1750, but in 1690 Peter Bales,
in The Writing Schoolmaster, recommends Sheffield i>en-

Imives and razors for cutting quill peiuj, for which pur-
Ijose fine steel is indispensable. In 1760 Horace Walpole,
writing to George Montague, remarks :

* 1 passed through
Sheffield, which is one of the foulest towns in England
in the most charming situation. There are 22,000
inhabitants making knives and scissors. They remit
£11,000 a week to L(mdon.' Antiquarians state that the
reason why Britain s chief steel industry originally settleti

round Sheffield was the juxtaposition of iron ore and
coal in the district. To a metallurgist this argument is

unconvincing, because charcoal and not coal was the
fuel used, and the small dejwsit of iron ore existhig near
Sheffield was clay iron-stone, so impure with phosphorus
H8 to be unfit to be the source of line cutting implements.
The real reason why, hundreds of years ago, the steel
industry settled mainly at Sheffield was the unique
situation of the town, which lies in a valley watered
by the river Don, which runs into the Humber at
Uoole. Four other valleys to the west of Sheffield have
each a rivulet, namely, the Sheaf, the Loxley, the
Kivelin, and the Porter. These little rivers have their
confluence with the Don at Sheffield. Thus by the con-
struction along these five rivers of small dams, water-
power was obtained at a low cost to work the tilt

hammers and turn the grindstones of the old-time
cutlers. The region was well wooded, and hence could
produce a sufficient supply of charcoal. In addition,
i«fractory materials for furnaces and millstone grit for
grindstones were plentiful in the neighbourhood. The
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ha,i, inetal from whieh the „M Sheffield »teel was pre-

1"
bar IZTt i"

"'""^'" ™» "" -"•^rf^v
hmL.K , v*'"'"'"*™' ™« Spain, which wa',

J n 1442 the citizen, of Sheffield obtained a royal

o the^heffiT^^ " rS'"'"
'"*"'"' '- «•>» ««»•«><«of the Sheffield Church Burgesses for 1657 that Danish»nd Spanish iron were then being imported into SheZTThe pnee in present money works out to about

"

.tas^lw?
"*™^ '" '"' ^'"-'' »'>'«-- —r^

naSel^^^^I^J,"" '"^ """ "'""^ "" '""^"'^ <"

Yronlvd.''
'""" ^'"- '"' X "•> "f Spanysehe

There is evi.lence that in the beginning of the eighteenthcentury cutlery and other steels were also betag ™^f

iron
*" ".^ "" «'««1 ''"s made by hammering bar

b^ter stt? \' -Station, and was luio™ ablister steel or shear steel according to the amountof foigmg work put upon the carburiL bariron iTe

this kind nf of I
•

""^^^^ ana at the present timetnis kmd of steel is always branded with rude renresentations of cloth-cutting shears
^

in sSffiiH^*^^'"?"^^'"
^"^^-«*^' Pr°^^«« ^«« inventedn Sheffield by Benja„,in Huntsman, of Doncaster, and

cae so .rr""^ *" manufacture on a conside;ablescale, so foundmg an industry destined to become
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permanent and world-wide. Indeed at the present time
Krupps, at Essen, are making gun-steel ingots, each
we-ghing 110 tons, by the process evolved from the brain

of an Englishman 175 years ago. It will be seen later

that, in reference to scientific steel metallurgy, Germany,
by the cunningly devised and mendacious paragraphs
of her pressmen, has endeavoured to convince the world
that in scientific steel metallurgy German Kultur, as in all

other branches, is supreme.^ This idea is not in accord-

' At the 8ame time it ia only fair to tlcrmany to stato that thi-ir

megalomania in connexion with metallurgical science has bi!en aided
and abetted by many English public speakers, who, ignorant of the
facts, in effect took up with reference to technical education the
offensive German parrot-cry, 'Deutschland ubt^r alles.' A partial
awakening, both of German and English educational dreamers, was
brought about by an eminent and also honest German professor, who
attended the Steel Congress in Sheffield in 1905.

Speaking on the Education Estimates on October 11, 1905, the
I»rd Mayor of Sheffield said :

' A fortnight previously the Iron and Steel Institute had visited
Sheffield, and among the company were several foreign gentlemen
who were authorities on technical and other education, and who
looked most minutely into our educational system. They went round
the Technical School and University, and made other inquiries. They
were leading educationalists of their country, and not leader-writers
of newspapers (Laughter). One of them was Dr. Wedding, who
would not write what ho did not think was true. Commenting in
the Cologtw. Gazette on the metallurgical department, Dr. Wedding
had said :

" A most hospitable opportunity was given for the inspec-
tion of this department. The University in question has, in addition
to its medical, philosophical, and philological faculties, also a very
important department for applied sciences, viz. machine-construction
and metallurgy. Fifteen years ago a small pioneer institute for
practical metallui^gy had already been established, to which has now
been added a complete plant for st«el production, for the uao of
students. A small Bessemer converter, a 2-ton Siemens-Martin
furnace, a cupola, hammers with re-heating furnaces, also gas and
coke crucible furnaces, form the basis for a plant supplemented
by numerous laboratories : such plant as is, in this form, tot»Dy
unknown by us in Germany. With us the same purpose can only
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ance with the facts. In naval construction, for instance.

Germany has followed closely the lead of Britain. After
•sneering at the size of the guns of our huge super-Dread-
noughts, the Warapite and the QueenElizabeth (which have
a speed of about 25 knots and a main armament of
eight 15-inch guns, each throwing 1800 lb. shells), Ger-
many soon feverishly began to follow suit by starting
to build the Ersatz Worth and the ' T ', each probably
having a speed of about 23 knots and having eight
16-inch guns for their chief armament.
The names of the Britons, including admirals, naval

architects, engineers, and metallurgists, whose genius
brought these giants into being, are to a gxeat extent
unknown and will remain unknown to the man in the
street.

To revert to the development of British metallurgy,
Robert Forrester Mushet, about 1858, discovered the
remarkable influence on tool steel of the element timg-
sten, and up to about 1870 seems to have been patiently
experimenting in the Forest of Dean. At the latter date
he commenced to make ' Mushet Steel ' on a considerable
scale in Sheffield. Mushet's invention, although sub-
jected to the discouraging predictions of Dr. Percy, of
the Royal School of Mines, was destined to be the

Iw obtained by the year of practical work laid down for students at
<ierman Technical Schools. The duration of the courses of study
in the metallurgical as well as in the machine-construction depart-
ment, which are equipped equally well, is fixed to threa years for
day students, whereas the evening students, who are said to number
1,200, require at present seven years of hard work to achieve their
purpose. The extensive new equipments give one the impression
that the well-known complaint of English people, that in the way
of education they are much behind, does not apply any longer to
Sheffield, particularly not as regards the metallurgic and machine-
construction sections. On the contrary, there is much, indeed very
much, for Germany to learn there." '
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^'

pioneer of a revolution in the art of cutting-metals, an

operation imperfectly realized by most people, but never-

theless of vital importance to the development of the

arts of war, and in the arts of peace to the comfort and

well-being of humanity. The plain carbon Huntsman

type of steel, although, after quenching from a red heat,

it possessed the hardness of rock crystal, was thermally

unstable and completely broke down with the heat of

friction at a temperature of 300° C, thus reverting to

its soft state. Mushet's tungsten steel, later fortified

with a little chromium, was thermally much more stable

and hence could be run at higher speeds with greater

cuts and traverses on the lathe. Thus mechanical

engineers were able to accelerate their outputs of

machines for use in the industrial arts of peace (and

war), a fact of far-reaching economic importance in view

of the rapidly increasing population of the world. The

gradual development of the cutting poAver of Mushet's

pioneer type of steel proceeded by cumulative improve-

ments from 1880 to 1912 ; it was influenced in 1900 by the

discovery in what is now the University of Sheffield of the

astounding influence on steel of relatively- small quantities

of the somewhat rare element vanadium, an influence

which, unlike that of tvmgsten, extended also to struc-

tural steels. In connexion with the latter it was found

that the vital factor of structural steel known as the

elastic limit, could be almost doubled without an undue

sacrifice of toughness and ductility. By reducing the

carbon in the original Mushet steel from 1-8 to 0-7 per

cent., much increasing the tungsten and chromium,

largely reducing the manganese, and adding 1 per cent,

vanadium, the thermal stability of the cutting hardness

Avas easily doubled, rising from 300° C to well over

600° G. In fact such steel can be run for several minut^is
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cutting cleanly at a red heat, a proposition which,
twenty years ago, would have been regarded as capable
of enunciation only by a madman. The net result of

the researches in British cutting-steels which were made
between 1740 and 1912 has been in certain cases an im-
provement in cutt ing-jjower of about 900 percent . Messrs

.

Taylor & White, associated with the Bethlehem Steel Ck).,

of America, first exhibited to the engineering world, at

the Paris Exhibition of 1900, tool steel running at a low
red heat. An example of German jealousy of British

supremacy in the science of manufacturing high-speed

tool steel was comi)aratively recently exhibited by a

Cfcrman firm, w hich added to the composition of standanl
Shefl&eld steel the element cobalt, and under the author-
ity of a certificate from Charlottenburg claimed that the
new German steel was twelve times as powerful as the
best British product. This obviously absurd statement
was challenged by both British and German steel-

makers, and researches in Sheffield University have since

shown that the claim is without fomidation in fact,

because upon the cutting power of the best type of high-

speed steel the element cobalt has no influence whatever.
It is interesting to know that this German steel was
largely advertised as ' iridium ' steel, possibly because
in its composition iridium was conspicuous by its

absence.

The Story of Stbuctubal Steels

In this, the • Steel Age ', it is a little difficiUt to realize

that, in the first half of the nineteenth century, the
materials of construction for bridges were either cast or
Avrought irons. The materials for railway work were cast

andwrought irons with a limited amount of costly crucible

steel. Wrought -iron rails lasted about five years, steel
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rails last from fifteen to twenty years. Ship and boiler

plates were exclusively of wrought iron, ^nd the same

remark applies to the early armour plates for battleships.

In 1856 Henry Bessemer, a native of Hertfordshire,

invented his pneumatic process for the [)urification of

molten pig-iron. British and other scientific societies

origin%lly regarded his plans with a more or less tolerant

amusement. For the tedious and laborious puddling of

pig-iron into wrought-iron, he proposed to take a mass of

say ten tons of molten cast-iron and to blow through it

a strong blast of air and so oxidize its impurities, present

to the extent of about 7 per cent., and thus obtain a mass

of say nine tons of pure iron. In the early sixties he

started a works at Sheffield : other firms took up the

process under royalties and the ' heavy ' steel industry

of Sheffield was thus founded. In most text -books

and by many lecturers the Bessemer process has been

hopelessly r:iis-dcscribed. It is almost invariably stated

that it consists in first blowing out all the carbon, and

then converting the resulting iron into different kinds of

structural steel by adding suitably differing amounts of

carbon contained in the alloy called spiegeleisen. The

facts are as follow : Bessemers blown and purified iron

was so full of dissolved oxygen as to be absolutely useless

for a commercial product, because it would not pour

soundly nor would it forge at all, but fell to pieces under

I the hammer at a yellow forging heat. The process was

I
made a success by ar ^vention of Mushet for deoxidiz-

ing molten iron by i addition of metallic manganese,

which seized the oxygen dissolved in the iron and carried

it up in the form of oxide of manganese into the super-

natant slag. The process in its early days was not very

satisfactory because insufficient manganese was used,

the practice being to leave only about ^ iter cent, excess

k
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of manganese in the finished steel. Afterwards it was
found that 1 per cent, excess manganese was necessary to
obtain an easily forgeable steel. In justice the method
should be called the Bessemer-Mushet process. This
method long ago reached its zenith and is now used
mainly for making rails. It has been superseded by the
Open-hearth method, called on the Continent the Martin
process, in England the Siemens method or alternatively
the Martin-Siemens or Siemens-Martin process. This
method was made practicable by the invention of the
regenerative heat system of the late Sir William Siemens,
a British subject of German descent. In this process
equal weights of pig-iron and scrap-steel are purified by
the addition of solid oxygen in the form of red hematite
ore. In acid-lined furnaces of this type seventy tons of
steel are sometimes made at one operation. Mushet's
deoxidizing addition of manganese must also be used in
this process, leaving about ^ per cent, of metallic man-
ganese in the finished steel. Ingots upwards of 150 tons
in weight are occasionally made in Sheffield armament
works by this process.

The World's Output of Steel

In the early eighties Great Britain was producing in
round numbers about 8,000,000 tons of pig-iron and
2,000,000 tons of steel per annum. The quantities
produced by America and Germany were relatively
small. To-day in round numbers substantially
accurate and readily remembered, Great Britain is

producing about 7,000,000, Germany 14,000,000, and
America 28,000,000 tons of steel per annum, made by
the Huntsman, Bessemer and Siemens methods. Thus
in output Great Britain is hopelessly outpaced. She is
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living in fact on the unsurpassed and often unapproach-

able average quality of her steel ; and shipments of high

quality steels were, prior to the war, being sent to

Germany at prices, for the finest quality of steel, reach-

ing up to 2«. per lb. The vast output of the United

States is accounted for by their great natural resources

in iron ore and coal, by the energy of the Americans, and

by the fact that they have to supply a population of

92,000,000 of people with steel for their huge and ever-

increasing railways and industries . The case of Germany

is more remarkable because her leap into the position of

the second steel-producing country of the world is due,

not to her own ' Kultur ', but to an appropriation of the

brains of British inventors : in fact, to the invention of

the basic-steel process by Thomas and Gilchrist in

England in the early eighties. This process made valu-

able for steel-making the hitherto useless phosphoric

ores of Germany. In the Revue Sconomique Inter-

ncUionale for June 1911, Herr Fritz Thyssen showed that

Germany produced in 1909 over 12,000,000 tons of steel,

and of these, over 7,500,000 tons were Thomas and

Gilchrist basic steel,and over 152,000 tons were Bessemer's

acid steel. In this year Germany used over 25,500,000

tons of native basic ore, importing less than 8,500,000

tons of foreign ore.

The German system of production is to keep the

works going as far as possible at full output, thus

keeping down the dead charges and the re-starting

charges to a minimum. When by these means, at

ordinary market price a necessary profit has been made

by legitimate sales, the surplus steel is dumped, fre-

quently in Britain, at say £1 per ton under British cost

price. The payment for the dumped steel is an addition

to the fair profit. This procedure throws the British
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steel-worker out of employment. Ih one well-known
caae a large British works had to close down for a year,
throwing thousands of men out of work. On the other
hand, certain British manufacturers using the dumped
steel no doubt reapetl a considerable advantage, but such
gain is obtained at the price of depleting the ranks of
British iron-smelters and steel-melters. and such depletion
on a large scale would constitute a national danger, from
a naval and military point of view. Considering the
enormous debt due by Germany to British inventors.
Britain owes very little to German initiative. Krupps.
it is true, much improved the process for carburizing the
faces of armour plates, but on the other hand they have
had to adopt British improvements in armour-piercing
shells. It is also true that in devising engines for blow-
ing blast furnaces by the combustion of their own waste
gases Germany has devised some admirable engines, but
here again the idea of so using the gas came from the
brain of a British furnace engineer, the late Mr. B. H.
Thwaite, who died ill rewarded for his imins.

Editcation in the Application of Science
TO Steel Metallurgy

This subject has already been touched upon (see Pro-
fessor Wedding's communication to the Cologne Gazette
in foot-note on pp. 9-10 of this pamphlet), but it may
be well at the present crisis to state in a little greater
detail facts which some German Universities, authors
and pressmen would prefer to have kept in the back-
ground as to the comparative development during the
last twenty-five years of German and British educational
methods in teaching the applied science of steel. For
purposes of comparison the steel departments at Chariot-
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tenbut'g and Sheffield may be Hfle(!te«l. The latter has

been contemptnouHly describe* I by a professor of pure

science as ' a pig-boiling and ingot -Hlinging establish-

ment '. It is true that pig has \teen boiled into steel

in the main practical laboratory at Sheffield University,

and that casts of such steel up to nearly two and a half

tons in weight have l)een made : also that the ingots have

l)een slung out of the casting-pit by means of a four-ton

electric crane. Why not ? It is also true that coke and

gas crucible melting furnaces, and hardening furnaces of

commercial manufacturing sizes are worked. There are

also commercial mechanical testing machines for making

static and dynamic tests. There is a\m a cupola for

making in the foundry five tons of castings per daj-.

Again, why not ? To the examination of these productn

at every stage of manufacture, the ])ure sciences of

mineralogy, chemistry, physics, and microscopy are

applied to the fullest possible extent. Also it may be

remarketl that the Univer8it\' of ShettieUl is imique in

granting Metallurgical Degrees, namely those of B.Met.,

M.Met., and D.Met. The fJachelor's degree requires

a candidate after matriculation, in addition to seven

applied science subjects, to pass also in three pure science

subjects, namely chemistry, geology and mineralogj',

and either phj'sics or mathematics. In the applied

analytical chemistry of steel the German analysts are

distincth inferior to trained British chemists. Never-

theless so widespread is German scientific megalomania

that about three years ago 'a valuable consignment of

high-speed cutting-steel exportetl from Sheffield to

Germany was rejected on the ground that its micro-

graphic analysis was unsatisfactory-. The German-

trained metallographist also statetl :
" No doubt you are

unaware that this microscopical examination of steel is
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» new method ju8t evolvcni at Charlottenburg and prob-
ably it has not yet reached Sheffield.' An experience*!
inetallographer from Sheffield University subsequently
found the diagnosis of the young German uteel doctor to
be absolutely wrong, and the rejection of the steel was
cancelled. At Charlottenburg there are no practical
appliances whatever, and hence the science taught there
is pure and abstract rather than applietl and concrete.
Which system is better for training officers to command
the battalions of an industrial army ? Take again, for
instance, the very important subject already referred to.
of metallography, i. e. the microscopical analysis of the
structure of metals, which are crystallized artificial
igneous rocks, l)uilt uj) of many rock-forming minerals.
This science was founded by the late Dr. Henry Clifton
Sorby, F.R.S., in Sheffield in 1863-5, and his sui>erh
pioneer sections are still examined in the micrographic
laboratory of the University of Sheffield .

There are alx)ut twenty-nine constituents or sub-con-
stituents of steel and iron. Of these twenty-six have
been discovered in Sheffield, the steelopolis of Great
Britain; three in Middlesbrough, its ironopolis; and
the record of Charlottenburg in this branch of research i.s

an absolute blank. A comparison of the quantity and
quality of the researches on iron and steel of a pure
science order turned out from what is now the University
of Sheffield, with those evolved from Charlottenburg
during the last twenty years, would be cruel because
farcical. One example will suffice The first-fruits of
metallurgical research from Charlottenburg, which were
announced even in British engineering journals with
much beating of tom-toms, was a paper describing an
investigation of the physical influence of nickel on iron.
The Charlottenburg conclijsions were that, when the
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quantityof nickel alloyed with the ironreachetl 6 percent.,

the tensile strength fell to six tons per square inch, whilst

the ductility practically disappeared. Contemporane-

ously the Sheffield College completed a research showing

that iron containing about 7 per cent, of nickel had a

t<>nacity of about thirty-nine tons per square inch, with

a ductility of about 55 per cent., and that iron with 28 per

cent, nickel had much the same mechanical properties

:

but when about 13 per cent, of nickel was present it

formed with the iron a definite alloy possessing the

enormous tenacity of nearly ninety tons per square inch

associated with a ductility of no less than 45 per cent.

The Charlottcnburg results were, no doubt, correctly

observed, but owing to a preliminary lack of practical

metallurgical knowledge the experiment ijsts made
alloys hopelessly charged with oxygen, in fact the title

of their r ch should have been not ' The influence of

Nickel on 3n ', but rather ' The influence of unknown
quantities of dissolved Oxygen on A, of Iron and
Nickel '.

Another example of Teutonic mendacity is a state-

ment made by a German writer which actually caused

some alarm in this country, that owing to the superior

skill of the German gun engineer and the better quality

of German steel, the comparatively small guns of the

German Navy excelled in power the Irrger British

gims.

In connexion Avith the German realir ;on of 'Der
Tag ' in the North Sea on January 24, 1915, the

artillery experts of Sheffield (which city is the greatest

naval armoury the world has ever seen) would no doubt
like to ask the survivors of theBlucher, the Derfflinger^.

' This VMsel, the most powerful German battle-r.niiser, carried

eight 12-2-inch guns.
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